This paper analyses how the symmetry of a processor network in uences the existence of a solution for the network orientation problem. The orientation of cliques, hypercubes and tori is the problem of assigning labels to each link of each processor, in such a way that a sense of direction is given to the network. In this paper the problem of network orientation for these two topologies is studied under the assumption that the network contains a single leader, under the assumption that the processors possess unique identities, and under the assumption that the network is anonymous. The distinction between these three models is considered fundamental in distributed computing.
Introduction
In this paper the problem of orienting processor networks is considered for cliques, hypercubes and tori. The orientation problem concerns the assignment of di erent labels (\directions") to the edges of each processor, in a globally consistent manner. The label of an edge indicates in which direction in the network this edge leads, and this information is useful for purposes of routing and traversal of networks.
The results obtained for this problem serve to illustrate a number of fundamental results in distributed computing obtained during the last decade. The paper treats issues of symmetry in networks of processors in depth; the results in this area have to do with deterministic versus randomized algorithms, election and name assignment, and the computational power of anonymous networks. The paper includes brief discussions of some of the most challenging problems in distributed computing, including fault{tolerance, synchronism, and termination detection.
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Computing Orientations
It was demonstrated by Santoro San84] that the availability of an orientation decreases the message complexity of important computations in networks of several topologies. (A formal de nition of orientations is deferred to Subsection 2.1). For example, an (N log N) lower bound was proved (see Korach et al. KMZ84 ]) on the message complexity of electing a leader in an unoriented clique of N processors. For oriented cliques an algorithm using O(N) messages exists; see Loui et al. LMW86 ]. Kranakis and Krizanc's algorithm for computing boolean functions on hypercubes KK91] assumes that an orientation of the hypercube is available. Similarly, Beame and Bodlaender's algorithm for computing boolean functions on torus networks BB89] assumes that an orientation of the torus is available. For both network topologies it is not known, whether the same complexity (for computing arbitrary boolean functions) is achievable in unoriented networks. It is known though KK91] that the collection of computable functions is larger for oriented networks.
Surprisingly, although the importance of orientations is well known, only few papers have addressed the question how orientations can be computed in networks where no orientation is available. Peterson Pet85] has presented an e cient election algorithm for oriented tori, and claimed that this algorithm can be adapted to work on unoriented tori, thus avoiding the question of computing an orientation. Korfhage and Gafni KG85] have presented an algorithm to orient directed tori. The orientation problem for tori was also studied by Syrotiuk et al. SCP93 ]; see the end of Subsec. 2.4. (In this paper only undirected tori are considered.) There has been considerable interest in the problem of orienting a ring network IJ93, SP87, CS92].
Network Symmetry
A fundamental notion in the study of distributed algorithms is the issue of the required symmetry of a solution. In this paper the orientation problem is studied under three di erent symmetry assumptions: all processors execute a di erent algorithm, namely a standard algorithm parametrized by the name of a processor (named network); one processor executes a di erent algorithm, all others execute the same algorithm (leader network); all processors execute the same algorithm (anonymous network). (These assumptions will be presented more precisely in Subsection 2.2.) The class of deterministically computable functions is the same for leader networks and for named networks. It was shown by Angluin Ang80] that anonymous networks can deterministically compute strictly less functions than leader networks. It was later shown by Itai and Rodeh IR81] that anonymous networks can simulate leader networks with a randomized algorithm when the number of processors is known. Also, when the number of processors is not known, anonymous networks can randomizedly compute strictly less function than leader networks. The results in this paper illustrate these fundamental results by analyzing the solvability of orientation as a function of the required symmetry.
About this paper. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the orientation problem and the three symmetry models are de ned, lower bounds are proved, and impossible cases are identi ed. In Section 3 the problem is considered for cliques, in Section 4 the problem is considered for hypercubes, and in Section 5 for tori. In Section 6, which is of a very technical nature, a di erent characterization of orientations is presented. Sec-tion 7 contains conclusions and general remarks, and discusses some important problems in the area of distributed computing.
Preliminary Results
In Subsection 2.1 the formal de nitions of the considered network topologies are given, and the formal de nitions of labelings and orientations. In Subsection 2.2 leader networks, named networks, and anonymous networks are de ned, and some algorithms are given to simulate one type of network on the other. In Subsection 2.3 a lower bound on the complexity of network orientation is proved. In Subsection 2.4 it is proved that the problem cannot be solved on anonymous networks using deterministic algorithms.
De nitions of Networks and Orientations
Processor networks are identi ed with graphs, where the nodes are the processors and an edge between two nodes exists if the corresponding processors are connected by a communication channel. For each topology a labeling will be de ned as an assignment, in each node, of labels to the edges of each node. An orientation is de ned as a labeling where the labels satisfy an additional global consistency property. A di erent characterization of orientations, based on the sequence of labels found on the edges of any closed path, is given in Section 6; that section is very technical.
The Clique. The clique (on N nodes) is a network (consisting of N nodes), where each node is connected to every other node. The clique on N nodes has 1 2 N(N ? 1) edges, and every node has degree N ? 1. A labeling of the clique is an assignment in every node of di erent labels from the set f1; ::; N ? 1g to the edges incident to that node. An orientation of the clique is a labeling, for which each node v can be assigned a unique name N(v) from the set f0; 1; ::; Ng, such that the edge connecting node v to node w is labeled (N (w) 2 nN edges, and every node has degree n. A labeling of the hypercube is an assignment in every node of di erent labels from the set f0; 1; ::; n ? 1g to the edges incident to that node. An orientation of the hypercube is a labeling, for which each node v can be assigned a unique name N(v) = (b 0 ; :::; b n?1 ), in such a way that the edge connecting nodes v and w is labeled i in both v and w if N(v) and N(w) di er in bit i.
The Torus. The n n torus is a network consisting of N = n 2 nodes, where each node can be assigned a unique name from the set Z n Z n , in such a way that node (i; j) is connected to the four nodes (i; j + 1), (i; j ? 1), (i + 1; j), and (i ? 1; j). (Addition and subtraction here is mod n.) The n n torus has 2n 2 edges, and every node has degree 4. A labeling of the torus is an assignment in every node of di erent labels from the set fup; down; right; leftg to the edges incident to that node. An orientation of the torus is a labeling, for which each node v can be assigned a unique name N(v) = (i; j), such that the edge (v; w) is labeled up (or down; right; left, respectively) in v if N(w) = (i; j + 1) (or (i; j ? 1), (i + 1; j), (i ? 1; j), respectively).
For a labeling L, let L u (v) be the label assigned to edge (u; v) in node u. A network is said to be labeled if a labeling is known to the processors in that network, and oriented if an orientation is known. To allow a processor to distinguish between its links, it is assumed that a labeling L of the network is given initially. The aim of an orientation algorithm (for cliques, hypercubes or tori, respectively) is to terminate in each node v with a permutation v (of f1; :::; N ?1g, f0; :::; n ?1g, or fup; down; right; leftg, respectively), such that the labeling O = (L), de ned by O v (w) = v (L v (w)), is an orientation.
Network Models
In this paper it is assumed that processors and communication are asynchronous and reliable. The time between two steps of one processor may be arbitrarily large (but is always nite) and messages that are sent will be received after an arbitrarily large, but nite delay, and unaltered. It is not assumed that messages, sent over the same link, will be received in the order in which they were sent. The number of processors is denoted by N and the number of links by E. The complexity of a distributed algorithm is expressed as the number of messages exchanged in an execution of the algorithm. A more precise measure is the bit complexity, which is expressed as the total number of bits transmitted in the messages together.
A distributed algorithm consists of a local algorithm for each processor. Di erent assumptions about the required symmetry of the algorithm are considered.
Leader Network. A network is called a leader network or said to contain a leader if there is exactly one processor which knows that it is \the leader". The availability of a leader can be exploited by providing a distinguished local algorithm for it, while all other processors execute the same local algorithm (which is di erent from the leader algorithm). Named Network. A network is called a named network if each processor is assigned a unique name (an identi cation number). The name of a processor is known to that processor, but not to other processors. Besides uniqueness no assumptions about the names may be used to prove the correctness of the algorithm (such as, that the numbers are taken from a certain bounded range f1; :::; Mg). For the analysis of the bit complexity of algorithms, however, it is usually assumed that a name is represented in O(log N) bits.
Anonymous Network. A network is called an anonymous network if all processors execute the same algorithm and no names are known.
The Power of Leader and Named Networks. It has turned out that leader networks and named networks are equivalent in terms of the computations that can be carried out on these networks. Each of the two models can be simulated by the other, because in a leader networks unique names can be assigned, and in named networks a leader can be elected. Algorithms for this purpose will be given in Subsection 2.2.1.
Deterministic and Randomized Algorithms. In order to express the computational power of anonymous networs, as compared to leader or named networks, it is necessary to distinguish between deterministic and randomized algorithms. The execution model of asynchronous distributed systems is a non{deterministic one. This means that the next step in a computation is in general not uniquely de ned by the (global) state of a computation. As an example one may consider the situation where two processors have sent a message to a third processor v. As v is usually able to receive a message from any of its links, the next step in the computation is chosen by the run{time system, which de nes which of the two messages will be received rst. Thus in general a distributed algorithm (even if v's reaction to the receipt of a message is speci ed precisely and deterministically) describes a class of possible executions rather than a single execution.
An algorithm is deterministic if the processors terminate in each possible execution of this class. For a randomized algorithm it is not required that the processors terminate in each execution of the algorithm, but only that this happens with a high probability (1 usually). (A probability distribution on the class of executions must be de ned.) Thus, although in nite executions of a randomized algorithm may exist (and usually do exist), the algorithm is nonetheless regarded correct if the probability of such an execution is 0.
Note that an algorithm being a deterministic algorithm does not imply that its output is completely determined by its input; the non{determinism of the execution model may result in a large number of di erent executions, each with di erent outcome. For example, the Echo algorithm (to be described later; see Algorithm 1) is a deterministic algorithm, but every spanning tree of the network is a possible outcome of the algorithm. The determinism of the algorithm refers to the fact that each of the possible executions terminates, not that there exists only one execution or that all executions yield the same result.
The Power of Anonymous Networks. Anonymous networks are weaker than leader and named networks in terms of the computations that they can perform. Leader and named networks can simulate anonymous networks (namely, by making the leader algorithm equal to the non{leader algorithm, or by not using the name, respectively). On the other hand, Angluin Ang80] has shown that no deterministic algorithms exists to elect a leader in anonymous networks. With arguments similar to hers it will be shown that no deterministic algorithms for orienting anonymous networks exist. As deterministic orientation algorithms do exist for leader and named networks, it follows that anonymous networks can compute strictly less functions than leader or named functions when deterministic algorithms are used. Consequently, randomized algorithms must be used for election, orientation, and other tasks in anonymous networks.
A leader can be elected in an anonymous network by a randomized algorithm, provided that N is known to the processors (Theorem 2.11). This implies that a leader can be elected in anonymous cliques and hypercubes, because the size of those networks N can be computed from the degree of a node. The algorithm will be presented in Subsection 2.2.2. It was shown by Itai and Rodeh IR81] that there exists no randomized election algorithm (for rings) when the number of nodes is unknown 1 . With an argument similar to theirs it will be shown (see Subsection 5.3) that there exists no randomized algorithm to orient anonymous tori of unknown size. As orientation algorithms do exist for leader and named 1 As a technical detail it should be noted here that according to our de nitions only processor terminating algorithms are considered; see also Subsection 7.3. tori of unknown size (see Section 5), it follows that anonymous networks can compute strictly less functions than leader or named networks, even when randomization is allowed.
Leader Networks and Named Networks
In this subsection an algorithm is described to elect a single processor as a leader in a named network, which uses (at most) O(EN) messages. Subsequently an algorithm is described to assign unique names in a leader network, which uses 2E + N ? 1 messages.
These algorithms prove the following two theorems.
Theorem 2.1 If a problem can be solved using M messages on a leader network, it can be solved using M + O(NE) messages on a named network.
Theorem 2.2 If a problem can be solved using M messages on a named network, it can be solved using M + 2E + N ? 1 messages on a leader network.
The problem of electing a leader (in a named network) has received considerable attention during the last decade, and more e cient solutions than the one described here are known. The Spanning Tree algorithm proposed by Gallager, Humblet, and Spira GHS83] can be used to elect a leader using O(N log N +E) messages, which implies the following, stronger result.
Theorem 2.3 If a problem can be solved using M messages on a leader network, it can be solved using M + O(N log N + E) messages on a named network.
Electing a Leader in a Named Network. The algorithm to elect a leader in a named network uses as a building block an algorithm known as the Echo algorithm. Using the Echo algorithm (Algorithm 1) a single processor can ood its name over the network and eventually receive a con rmation that all processors have received its identity.
The ooding of the processor's name is initiated by sending a message to all neighbors. Processors receiving the name for the rst time forward it, and record the link on which they rst received the name, thus de ning a spanning tree in the network. A processor con rms that all processors in its subtree have received the name by \echoing" the name to its father in the tree. The initiator terminates after receipt of a message (either an echo or a ooding message) from all of its neighbors. When this happens, all processors have con rmed the receipt of the initiator's identity (as proved, for example, in Tel94, Sec. 6.2.3]).
The variables for each processor v are: name v and dgr v , the name of v and number of links of v (constants for v actually); rcvd v , the number of messages that v has received; and father v , the link over which v rst received a message. The name n of the initiator is transmitted in a h name; n i message.
The algorithm for leader election (Algorithm 2) is obtained from the Echo algorithm through the application of a mechanism called extinction (cf. Tel94, Sec. 7.3.1]); see also below. To elect a leader, each processor initiates the ooding of its own identity using the Echo algorithm. However, processor v processes h name; n i messages only if n name v . Moreover, if v has ever received a h name; n i message (with n name v ), it processes h name; n 0 i messages only if n 0 n. To As a result, only the ood initiated by the processor with the largest name (w say) is processed by all other processors, and thus only processor w terminates the Echo algorithm. When this happens, w oods h lead; name w i messages to all processors to inform them about the leader. The processors terminate the election when they have received a h lead; n i message via every link. To this end, processor v maintains a variable ldrc v to count the number of h lead; n i messages it has received. Upon termination v considers itself leader i leader v = name v . The processor with the largest name, and only this processor, considers itself leader.
The properties of the algorithm are summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.4 There exists a deterministic algorithm to elect a leader in a named network.
The algorithm exchanges O(EN) messages.
Assigning Names in a Leader Network. The algorithm to assign names in a leader network, Algorithm 3/4, consists of two global phases, each initiated by the leader. The rst phase, which again relies on the Echo algorithm, constructs a spanning tree in the network and computes, for each node, the size of the subtree of each of its children. In its echo, processor v reports the size of its subtree. In the second phase the leader assigns itself the number 0, and distributes the remainder of the set f0; ::; N ?1g over its children, where each child receives as many numbers as there are nodes in its subtree. Each node, upon receipt of an interval of numbers from its father, assigns itself the smallest number and distributes the remainder of the interval over its children in a similar manner. The properties of the naming algorithm are summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.5 There exists a deterministic algorithm to assign names in a leader network. The algorithm exchanges exactly 2E + N ? 1 messages.
It is interesting to note, that the processors do not start phase 2 simultaneously, but rather each processor does so at its own time. A similar algorithm, which sends echo's also in the second phase and therefore has a message complexity of 2E + 2(N ? 1) was given by Bouabdallah and Naimi BN89]. The echo's of the second phase make the leader the last process to terminate, so that termination of the leader signals termination of the entire algorithm. Algorithm 3: Assigning names in a leader network (leader).
Extinction. To apply an algorithm for a leader network to a named network it is not necessary to pass through a separate election phase as described in Algorithm 2 or GHS83]. It is possible to combine the election with an algorithm for a leader network by applying the extinction principle to this algorithm directly. To be more precise about this construction, let LNA be an algorithm that solves some network problem for a leader network. (LNA stands for \leader network algorithm".) The following two assumptions are made about LNA. 1. LNA is initiated only by the leader. 2. All processors are involved in every possible execution of LNA and have terminated before the leader terminates. These assumptions hold for most algorithms for leader networks, but are not implied by the de nition of a leader network. Every leader algorithm, however, can be modi ed (in a straight{forward way and at the expense of at most 2E extra messages) so as to satisfy these assumptions.
An algorithm NNA for a named network is constructed as follows. (NNA stands for \named network algorithm".) Each processor v has all the variables of algorithm LNA (those of the leader as well as those of the non{leaders), and a variable larnm v , which is initialized to name v . Each processor initiates algorithm LNA (as if it were the leader), but tags all messages with its name. When a message of LNA is received, the name n contained in it is compared with larnm v . If n < larnm v the message is simply ignored. If n = larnm v the message is processed as in algorithm LNA (the leader part if n = name v , the non{leader part if n > name v ). If n > larnm v , v resets the variables of LNA to their initial value, sets larnm v := n, and processes the message as in (the non{leader part of) Algorithm 4: Assigning names in a leader network (non{leader).
Let w be the processor for which name w > name v for all v 6 = w. No processor v 6 = w succeeds to terminate the execution of LNA it initiated, as w does not cooperate in this execution (use assumption 2). Eventually, all processors cooperate the execution of LNA which was initiated by w. When this execution terminates, the network problem is solved by this execution of LNA. The construction of algorithm NNA proves the following result. Theorem 2.6 If a problem can be solved using M messages on a leader network, it can be solved using O(NM) messages in the worst case on a named network. Regardless of the function computed by LNA, algorithm NNA implicitly performs an election, because exaclty one processor (w) succeeds to terminate its own execution of LNA. The number of messages sent by algorithm NNA is usually much higher than the number stated in Theorem 2.3. The extinction construction compares more favorable with the earlier result when the time complexity is considered. The election algorithm referred to in Theorem 2.3 uses time proportional to N (in the worst case), so that the separate election stage adds (N) time to the time needed by algorithm LNA. The extinction construction results in an algorithm that runs in the same amount of time as the original algorithm (when time is measured from the moment that all processors have started).
Furthermore, in several particular cases it has been observed that the average case complexity of the resulting algorithm is much better than its worst case complexity. Chang and Roberts CR79] proposed an election algorithm where extinction is applied to an algorithm in which the leader sends a message on a ring of processors and receives it back after N steps. They proved that the worst case complexity of their algorithm is O(N 2 ), and that the average case complexity is O(N log N). Mattern Mat89] has shown that the average case complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(E log N). These results suggest the following (open) question.
Open Question 2.7 What conditions must be satis ed by algorithm LNA to guarantee that the average case complexity of algorithm NNA equals log N times the complexity of algorithm LNA?
Randomized Algorithms for Anonymous Networks
In this subsection an algorithm (based on an algorithm by Matias and Afek MA89]) is presented to elect a leader in an anonymous network of which the number of processors is known to each processor. The algorithm operates in phases, each of which is very similar to the election algorithm for named networks.
Each processor starts as a candidate in phase 1; see Algorithm 5. To start a phase, each candidate selects a name using a random function, and initiates the ooding of this name using the Echo algorithm. Due to the possibility that di erent processors select the same name, a processor may terminate the Echo algorithm as the root of a tree which does not cover all processors. To detect this situation, the echos report the number of processors in each subtree (as in Algorithm 3/4). When a processor terminates the Echo algorithm as the root of a tree of N processors, it becomes the leader. When the number of processors in the tree is smaller than N, the processor proceeds to the next phase as a candidate.
To allow for a more compact coding of the algorithm, the phase number is made part of the name of a processor. Crucial for the correctness of this algorithm is, that whenever a processor has sent an echo (h sns; n; s i) it will thereafter never be a candidate and never be elected. This is because after the sending of such a message by v, larnm v > name v continues to hold, so v will never process a message carrying name v . Proof. Consider a phase k that is started by one or more processors. Assuming that no processor starts phase k + 1, the processor(s) with largest name in phase k will receive all the echo's necessary to pass through the Echo algorithm in phase k. Hence, if no processor starts phase k + 1 and there is a single processor with the largest name it will be elected (because it is root of a tree of size N). Moreover, if no processor starts phase k + 1 and there are multiple processors with the largest name in phase k they will start phase k + 1 (because they are root of a tree of size smaller than N), which is a contradiction. Thus, once phase k is started, either a processor becomes elected in that phase, or phase k + 1 will be started.
There is a positive constant (depending on the probability distribution of the rand function) such that, if more than one processor starts phase k, at least one processor will become defeated in phase k with probability at least . This implies that with probability 1 eventually all processors except one become defeated.
The remaining processor w becomes elected and oods h lead; name w i messages over the network, which cause all processors v to terminate with leader v = name w .
Theorem 2.11 There exists a randomized algorithm for election in anonymous networks of known size, which terminates with probability 1.
The expected message complexity depends on the probability distribution of the rand function. It is left as an open problem to the reader to obtain a complexity as low as possible.
Lower Bounds for Network Orientation
Let N denote the number of processors and E the number of links in the network. In this subsection a lower bound of (E) messages is shown on the message complexity of orientation algorithms, for the topologies considered in this paper. is not an orientation, and the algorithm is not correct.
It follows, that in every execution every node must communicate with at least all its neighbors except one.
Corollary 2.13 The orientation of the N clique requires the exchange of (N 2 ) messages.
The orientation of the n{dimensional hypercube requires the exchange of (n2 n ) messages. The orientation of the n n torus requires the exchange of (n 2 ) messages.
Along the same line a lower bound on the bit (and/or time) complexity can be derived. A generalization of the argument used in the proof of Theorem 2.12 derives an incorrect result if the communication patterns on (u; v) and (u; w) are identical (but not necessarily empty in both cases). This means that the same messages are exchanged on (u; v) and (u; w) (and at the same time, if time is considered). The argument then shows that for each u there are at least (u) di erent patterns of communication. ( (u) denotes the degree of u, and as the considered networks are regular, we henceforth write instead.) If only one message is sent per link (and no information is coded in the time at which it is sent), it contains at least log bits, and the bit complexity is (E log ). When the time of sending a message is used to code information, a lower bit complexity may be achievable.
Deterministic Orientation of Anonymous Networks
In this subsection it will be shown that the orientation problem cannot be solved for anonymous networks by using deterministic algorithms. This result is obtained by providing symmetric initial labelings that cannot be turned into an orientation by a deterministic algorithm.
De nition 2.14 A labeling L (of a clique, hypercube or torus) is symmetric if there exists a permutation (of f1; ::; N ? 1g, f0; ::; n ? 1g or fup; down; right; leftg) such that for Theorem 2.16 If, for an anonymous network, there exists a symmetric labeling which is not a pre{orientation, then this network cannot be oriented by a deterministic algorithm.
Proof. Let L be a symmetric labeling, and assume a deterministic algorithm is started in a network with initial labeling L. There is an execution E of this algorithm in which every processor executes exactly the same sequence of steps.
To see this, consider the environment of a processor consisting of its (local) state and the contents of its incoming links. Initially all processors have an identical environment (namely, where the state is the initial one and all links are empty). If at any moment the processors are in identical environments and a step is enabled in one processor, the same step is enabled in all processors. Assume this step is executed in all processors. After the step all processors are again in the same state. If the step included the receipt of a message msg via link l, this message is removed from the incoming link l of every processor. If the step included the sending of a message msg via link l, this message is added to the incoming link (l) of every processor, because L is symmetric. Thus, after the execution of the step in every processor, the processors are in identical environments again.
By assumption, the algorithm terminates. Because every processor has executed the same sequence of steps, it terminates with the same permutation 0 in every processor.
Because L is not a pre{orientation, 0 (L) is not an orientation, and the algorithm is incorrect.
It remains to show that there exist symmetric labelings that are not pre{orientations. To show that L is symmetric, observe that L u (v) + L v (u) = n ? 1 always (because every link connects an even node with an odd node).
To show that L is not a pre{orientation, observe that for an orientation O of the hypercube, for every u and v, O u (v) = O v (u). As permuting the labels of all links does not change this property, the same holds for pre{orientations.
Labeling L, however, does not satisfy this property (for n > 1), as is easily veri ed.
Corollary 2.19 There exists no deterministic algorithm to orient an anonymous torus of even size.
Proof. For convenience, label the nodes with elements of Z n Z n , as in the de nition of the torus. Call the node labeled with (i; j) even if 2j(i + j), and odd otherwise. For node v labeled with (i; j) and u labeled with (i; j + 1) ((i; j ? 1), (i + 1; j), ( 
The Orientation of Cliques
In this section algorithms for the orientation of cliques will be given. All algorithms described in this section determine an assignment of unique labels from the set f0; ::; N ?1g to the nodes and obtain the orientation from this node labeling.
Named Cliques
In case the network is named, the label of processor v will be the number of processors with a smaller name (its rank; see Algorithm 6). The names are exchanged using h name; n i messages, and stored in an array neigh v 1::N ? 1] in processor v. Theorem 3.1 There exists a deterministic algorithm to orient named cliques, which uses N(N ? 1) messages (of O(log N) bits each) and completes in time O(1).
The computation of all ranks in the second part of the algorithm is done more e ciently by sorting the names, but this still costs (N log N) internal processing time. An algorithm requiring less internal processing is obtained, when a processor only computes its own rank locally, after which the ranks are exchanged in a second round of communication. If a leader w is available, w enforces its local link labeling upon the whole network by assigning processor v its label of the link connecting w to v; see Algorithm 7. The leader assigns the labels using h youare; l i messages, and the other nodes communicate the names among them using h iam; l i messages. A non{leader processor must receive a h youare; l i message as the rst message in this algorithm. Earlier arriving h iam; l i messages are supposed to be implicitly bu ered and processed after the receipt of the h youare; l i message. Theorem 3.2 There exists a deterministic algorithm to orient leader cliques, which uses (N ? 1) 2 messages (of O(log N) bits each) and completes in time O(1).
Leader

Anonymous Cliques
According to Corollary 2.17, there exists no deterministic algorithm for the orientation of anonymous cliques (when N is not prime). In this subsection a randomized algorithm for this task is presented (see Algorithm 8). It will be shown, that the algorithm terminates with probability 1, that an orientation is computed when the processors terminate, and that its parameter C can be chosen such that the message and bit complexity of the algorithm are optimal with a very high probability.
All processors start phase 1 as active processors with an empty name string. In each phase, each active processor draws a random number from the range 1::C] and sends the draw to all processors. All processors (including active ones) wait until they have received the draw of every active processor. The draw is appended to the name string, and a processor becomes passive if its name string is now unique. Otherwise, it is active again in the next phase. The algorithm terminates when there are no active processors in a phase. By then, every processor has a unique name string, and the processors are ranked according to the (lexicographic) order of the name strings. The link labels are chosen as in the algorithm for named networks. In Algorithm 8 the construction of the name strings is done implicitly, and the computation of the ranks is done during the construction of these strings. In this way each processor needs only a bounded amount of storage (O(log N) bits) per link. To this end, processor v maintains a ranking interval intvl v l] for each link l and for v itself. In each phase the intervals are split according to the draws in that phase. To allow for compact coding of the algorithm, v stores its own draw and ranking interval in the same array (at location 0).
The variables of processor v are: phase v , the phase v is executing; active v , the number of active processors in the current phase according to v; rcvd v , the number of draws already received by v in the current phase; draw v , an array to store the draw of each active processor in the current phase; and intvl v , an array to store an interval (lo; hi) for each processor. The active processors send their draw in each phase in a h draw; p; c i message, where p is the phase number and c the draw.
The procedure Split{Intervals performs the task of computing the new ranking interval for each processor, given the old intervals and the draws. Before execution of this proce- Using induction the integrity of the data is shown to be maintained through each round.
Theorem 3.4 When Algorithm 8 terminates an orientation is computed. Proof. First observe that it terminates after the same round in every processor, because each processor computes the same number of active processors at the end of each round.
After termination, each processor has an interval of size 1, and the intervals for di erent processors are disjoint. Thus the intervals de ne a ranking of the processors, from which the correctness of the computed permutations follows.
The remainder of this subsection is devoted to the complexity analysis of the algorithm. Let R be the stochastic variable de ned as the number of rounds needed in an execution of the algorithm. De ne Q d to be the probability that R > d. Proof. To determine the number of rounds one may as well assume that also passive processors continue to extend their name string, as this has no in uence on the uniqueness of the name strings of active processors. After d rounds each processor has randomly selected a name string from a universe of U = C d possible name strings. The probability that more phases are necessary equals the probability that, among N random selections from a universe of size U, there are multiple occurrences of the same selection.
If U = C With C = N 2 , the expected number of rounds is less than 3, and the probability that more rounds are used is very small. Thus, the expected number of messages (or bits, respectively) is less than 3N 2 (or 3N 2 (log C), respectively). With C a small constant, the expected number of bits is O(N 2 log N).
Theorem 3.7 There exists a randomized algorithm to orient anonymous cliques, which terminates with probability 1.
The Orientation of Hypercubes
In this section algorithms for the orientation of hypercubes will be given. Subsection 4.1 presents an algorithm for a leader hypercube, which uses exactly 2E messages. It follows from Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.13 that a message optimal algorithm is obtained by preceding this algorithm with an e cient election algorithm. In Subsection 4.2 a di erent solution is analyzed, namely the algorithm obtained when extinction is applied to the algorithm in Subsection 4.1. Subsection 4.3 considers the problem for anonymous hypercubes.
Leader Hypercubes
In this subsection an algorithm is proposed, which extends the initial labeling of the leader's links to an orientation. The initial labeling and the availability of a leader uniquely de ne an orientation as expressed in the following theorem (given here without proof).
Theorem 4.1 Let L be a labeling of the hypercube and w be a designated node. There exists exactly one orientation O which satis es O w (v) = L w (v) for each neighbor of w.
The algorithm computes exactly this orientation, and, moreover, a corresponding labeling of the nodes with bitstrings of length n, where the leader is labeled with (0; :::; 0). In the rst phase, each non{leader processor v computes its node label. In the second phase, each non{leader processor v learns from its successors the orientation of the links to the successors, and computes the orientation of the links to the predecessors. This information is sent over the link in hlabel; ii messages. A processor sends hlabel; ii messages to its predecessors as soon as it has received these messages from all successors, The variables for processor v are: rcvd v , the number of messages already received; dist v , the distance to the leader (computed when the rst message arrives, initialized to n + 1); label v , the node label computed by v; neigh v 0::n ? 1], an array holding the node labels of the predecessors of v; and v , to store the orientation.
Lemma 4.2 The algorithm terminates in every processor. Proof. Using induction on d it is easily veri ed that all processors at distance at most d eventually send the messages for phase 1. For d = 0, only the leader itself has distance d to the leader and it may send the messages without receiving other messages rst. Assume all processors at distance d to the leader send all messages for phase 1, and consider a processor v at distance d + 1 from the leader. As all predecessors of v eventually send the phase 1 messages to v, v eventually receives one of these messages, and sets dist v := d+1. When v has received the phase 1 messages from all of its d+1 predecessors, v sends phase 1 messages itself (to its successors).
Similarly it is shown that all processors send the messages of phase 2 and terminate. In phase 1 the processors compute the node labeling N, as is seen by using induction on the distance to the leader. Node w sets label w to (0; :::; 0), which is N(w). Neighbor Theorem 4.4 There exists a deterministic algorithm to orient leader hypercubes, which exchanges the asymptotically optimal number of 2E messages.
The bit complexity. As the h iam; label i messages of the algorithm consist of a node label, they contain a string of n bits. It will now be shown that the algorithm can be implemented using only messages of O(log n) bits. The hdim; ii and hlabel; ii messages contain a number between 0 and n ? 1 and thus contain O(log n) bits. The algorithm does not need all information contained in the h iam; label i messages.
It su ces to transmit the number of 1's, the smallest index at which there is a 1, and the sum modulo n of the indexes for which there is a 1. For a node label label = (b 0 ; :::; b n?1 ) de ne the weight, low, and index sum as weight(label) = #fi : b i = 1g; low(label) = minfi : b i = 1g; ixsum(label) = ( P bi =1 i) mod n. Finally, the summary is the tuple smmry(label) = (weight(label); low(label); ixsum(label)). The summary of a node is the summary of its node label.
Lemma 4.5 Let v be a node at distance d + 1 2 from w.
(1) dist v = d + 1 can be derived from one summary of a predecessor of v. (2) Now let d+1 summaries of predecessors of v be given. d of the d+1 summaries have low equal to low(N(v)), while one summary has a higher low (the predecessor whose label is found by ipping the rst 1 in N(v)). This gives low(N(v)), but also identi es the index sum ixsum 0 of a node label which di ers from N(v) in position low. Thus ixsum(N(v)) = (ixsum 0 + low(N(v))) mod n. This completes the computation of smmry(N(v))). It follows from Lemma 4.5 that it su ces in the orientation algorithm to send the summary of node label instead of the full label, and hence the algorithm can be implemented with messages of O(log N) bits. As the messages are used to assign di erent labels to (n) links, the information in the messages cannot be compressed below O(log n) bits.
Named Hypercubes
The algorithm to orient leader hypercubes can be preceded by an election algorithm (cf. the construction of Theorem 2.3) and then yields an orientation algorithm for named networks with properties summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.6 There exists a deterministic algorithm to orient named hypercubes, which exchanges the asymptotically optimal number of O(E) messages.
An alternative algorithm is obtained when extinction is applied directly to Algorithm 9/10. Denote, as in Subsection 2.2.1, by LNA Algorithm 9/10 and by NNA the algorithm obtained when extinction is applied. Cf. Theorem 2.6, algorithm NNA has a worst case message complexity which is bounded by N 2E, which is n4 n . In this section it will be shown that the worst case message complexity of algorithm NNA is actually bounded by n3 For the analysis of algorithm NNA cost is charged to the number of times a processor exits the receive loop of phase 1. If processor v does so in the execution of LNA initiated by w, one unit of cost is charged to face(w; v).
Lemma 4.8 Each face gets charged at most one cost unit. Proof. If processor v exits the receive loop of phase 1 in the execution of LNA which is initiated by w, then processor w has the largest name of all processors in face(w; v). This is because all processors in the face must forward the messages carrying w's name. As only one processor w in the face has the largest name (in the face), and the same face is not spanned by w and a node other than v, the lemma follows.
Theorem 4.9 Algorithm NNA sends at most n3 n messages in the worst case.
Proof. In algorithm LNA each processor sends n messages, all of them after the waiting in phase 1 has terminated. Thus the number of messages sent in algorithm NNA is bounded by n times the number of cost units charged. The proof is completed using Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8.
Anonymous Hypercubes
The algorithm in Subsection 4.1 can be combined with the election algorithm for anonymous networks in Subsection 2.2.1, because the number of nodes is known. This proves the following result.
Theorem 4.10 There exists a randomized algorithm to orient anonymous hypercubes, which terminates with probability 1.
The Orientation of Tori
In this section the problem of nding orientations for a torus is studied. It will be shown that deterministic algorithms for the orientation of leader and named tori exist, and that anonymous tori can be oriented by a randomized algorithm if and only if the size of the torus is known to the processors. For n = 4, the n n torus is isomorphic to the 4{ dimensional hypercube. An algorithm to orient it is easily obtained by application of the algorithm to orient the hypercube, followed by a local relabeling based on a processor's node label. The case n = 3 is simply ignored in this paper. In this section n n tori are considered for n 5, for a reason which will become clear in the next paragraph.
The orientation problem will be solved in two stages. The rst stage computes a consistent prelabeling, and the second stage computes the orientation. The rst stage is necessary because in torus networks it is in general not possible to extend the labeling of a single processor to a global orientation. In an oriented torus the up and down neighbor of one processor are at distance 2 of each other, and there exists one path of length 2 between them, provided n 5. The same holds for the right and left neighbor. Each processor has pairs of neighbors which are at distance 2 of each other, for which there exist two paths of length 2 between these nodes (see Figure 11) . It follows that a labelling which assigns the labels up and down to processors forming such a pair cannot be extended to an orientation. The rst stage of the algorithm divides the four links of each processor into two pairs, with the property that the links of one pair must have opposite labels in an orientation.
De nition 5.1 A prelabeling P of the torus is an assignment in each node of labels from the set fhori; vertig to the links of that node, such that each label is used twice. A prelabeling P is consistent if for all nodes v and neighbors u and w of v, P v (u) = P v (w) implies that there exists one path of length 2 between u and w. When a consistent prelabeling is available, a node may label the verti links with up and down and the hori links with left and right, and this labeling can be extended to an orientation. When a prelabeling is given, the opposite of a link is the single link with the same label, and the perpendicular links are the two links with di erent label.
Named Tori
On named tori both stages can be performed by deterministic algorithms. Computing a Prelabeling. The algorithm to compute a consistent prelabeling in a named network is given as Algorithm 12. Each processor sends its name to each neighbor and each neighbor forwards the name one step further. Thus, the name of each processor is transmitted through 16 links, and each processor receives 16 messages (4 through each link). Of the 16 messages received, 8 contain names which are received only once, and 4 contain names which are received twice, but through di erent links (see Figure 13) .Two links via which the same name is received are perpendicular; so, when a processor has received its 16 messages a consistent prelabeling can be computed. The names are rst sent in a h one; n i message, and forwarded in a h two; n i message. The names received in h two; n i messages are stored in sets bag v for each link. Theorem 5.2 There exists a deterministic algorithm to compute a consistent prelabeling on a named torus, which exchanges 16N messages.
Computing an Orientation. An orientation can be computed by an algorithm based on the Spanning Tree algorithm by Gallager, Humblet, and Spira GHS83]. A brief description of this algorithm follows. During the execution of the algorithm the network is partitioned into fragments, each with a fragment name. Initially, each fragment consists of a single node, and the name of the fragment is the name of the node.
During the execution fragments are enlarged because fragments combine and form new, larger fragments. To this end the processors in a fragment cooperate to select one link which leaves the fragment as the preferred link of the fragment and send a connect message via this link. Eventually the fragment at the other end of the preferred link agrees to connect the two fragments, after which a new, larger fragment is formed. The name of the new fragment is chosen to be the name of one of the combining fragments 2 . This name is ooded towards all nodes in the old fragment of which the name is not chosen to be the new name.
The algorithm terminates when the entire network consists of a single fragment. The name of the fragment to which processor v belongs is frname v .
The orientation algorithm is found as an extension of the Spanning Tree algorithm. It is ensured, that processors which share the same fragment name, also share the same orientation. To this end, when the new fragment name is ooded to the processors that must update frname v , also the relative orientation of the two fragments is ooded. It must be shown how this relative orientation is computed.
The combining of fragments is embedded in the protocol given in Algorithm 14. Assume node v in fragment F answers the connect message of node u in fragment G with an answer message, where the combined fragment will have the name (and orientation) of fragment F. Processor v includes in the answer the label of the link over which it is sent, and this de nes for u the new label of the link over which the message is received, as well as the opposite link. It remains to nd the correct orientation of the two perpendicular links. To do this (see Figure 15) , v sends over one link l perpendicular to link (v; u) a message h dione; v l] i, which is forwarded by the receiving node as a h ditwo; v l] i message. Processor u sends a h direq i message via the two links perpendicular to link (u; v). A processor which receives both a h ditwo; ll i and a h direq i message, replies to 2
In GHS83] it occurs that a new name is chosen for a new fragment, but the algorithm can easily be modi ed so as to use an existing name for the new fragment. the h direq i message with a h dians; ll i message. Thus u receives an answer to one of its h direq i messages, which gives the orientation of the links perpendicular to (u; v).
To distinguish between the messages of di erent invocations of the connect protocol, all messages are tagged with the fragment names of F and G (not shown in Figure 15 ). The connect protocol to combine two fragments exchanges 6 messages each time two fragments are combined, and as exactly N ? 1 merges take place, the message complexity of the orientation protocol exceeds the complexity of the underlying algorithm by 6N ? 6 messages.
Thus the complexity of the second stage is O(N log N), which exceeds the complexity of the rst stage in order of magnitude.
Theorem 5.3 There exists a deterministic algorithm for the orientation of named tori, which exchanges O(N log N) messages in the worst case.
Leader Tori
Computing a Prelabeling. A preorientation can be deterministically computed only by a computation starting from the leader. This computation could start by applying the naming algorithm (Algorithm 3/4), followed by Algorithm 12.
Theorem 5.4 There exists a deterministic algorithm to compute a consistent prelabeling on a leader torus, which exchanges 2E + N ? 1 + 16N = 21N ? 1 messages.
Computating an Orientation. As the computation of a consistent prelabeling includes the assignment of names, stage 2 can be performed as for named tori, which would cost O(N log N) messages. Using the same ideas as for the connect protocol, Algorithm 14, it is possible to give an algorithm which exchanges only O(N) messages. The details of this algorithm are left as an exercise for the reader.
Theorem 5.5 There exists a deterministic algorithm for the orientation of leader tori, which exchanges O(N) messages. 
Anonymous Tori
Although in an anonymous network a consistent prelabeling can be computed (by a randomized algorithm), it is impossible to compute an orientation, even by use of a randomized algorithm, when N is not known.
Computing a Prelabeling. A consistent prelabeling can be computed in an anonymous torus, but only by a randomized algorithm if the size of the torus is even.
Theorem 5.6 There exists no deterministic algorithm to compute a consistent prelabeling for an anonymous torus of even size.
Proof. The proof uses the same techniques as the proofs in Subsection 2.4. A labeling is a pre{prelabeling if it can be turned into a consistent prelabeling by the application of a xed function 0 from fup; down; left; rightg to fhori; vertig. A symmetric labeling which is not a pre{prelabeling is found by covering the torus with label patterns as in Figure 16 . In this labeling, the even nodes (E) must label links 1 and 2 the same, while the odd nodes (O) must assign the same label to links 2 and 4.
A consistent prelabeling can be computed by a randomized algorithm which is an extension of Algorithm 12. Processors cannot send their name, but instead draw a random number (in the range 1; :::; M], say) and send this number together with a phase number (initially 1). Processors receiving 12 h two; n; p i messages, but not carrying four numbers twice and four numbers once, reply by sending h refuse; n; p i messages. These messages are sent back to the processors from which the number n originated and causes them to draw a new number in the next phase.
The probability that a \collision" occurs in a processor can be made small by choosing M large. The precise formulation of the algorithm, as well as the analysis of its expected message complexity is left to the reader.
Theorem 5.7 There exists a randomized algorithm to compute a consistent prelabeling for an anonymous torus.
Computing an Orientation. It has been established in Subsection 2.4 that anonymous tori cannot be oriented by deterministic algorithms. The results presented so far su ce to The main result of this subsection is to prove that no such algorithm exists when the size of the torus is not known. The proof relies on techniques similar to those used by Itai and Rodeh IR81] to establish that no (randomized) algorithm exists to compute the size of a anonymous ring network. An execution leading to a correct result on a (small) torus is nite, and hence it has a positive probability of being \accidently simulated" by a fragment of a larger torus. If this occurs in two di erent parts of the larger torus, processes may terminate with incompatible orientations, and this may happen with an arbitrarily large probability.
Theorem 5.9 There exists no (randomized) algorithm for the orientation of tori when the number of processors is not known.
Proof. Assume there exists an algorithm A that is able to compute an orientation in an n 0 n 0 torus T 0 (see Figure 17) . That is, there exists an execution Ex of A on the n 0 n 0 torus in which every processor terminates, and the resulting labeling is an orientation. De ne a message chain as a series of messages (M 1 ; M 2 ; :::; M k ), such that M i+1 was sent by the processor that received M i , and was sent only after the receipt of M i . Let the longest message chain in Ex have length L.
Next consider a torus T 1 of size n 1 n 1 with n 1 > 2L + 1. The l{neighborhood of processor v is the set of processors with distance at most l to v. Processor (i; j) in T 1 corresponds to processor (i mod n 0 ; j mod n 0 ) in T 0 . In execution Ex, all processors of T 0 take nitely many steps, and in particular draw a random number only nitely often. Thus, there is an > 0 such that for each processor v 0 of T 1 the probability that all processors in the L{neighborhood of v 0 draw the same numbers as the corresponding processor in T 0 draw in Ex is at least . If this happens there is an execution of A on T 1 in which processor v 0 terminates after executing exactly the same steps as in execution Ex (see Figure 18) .
The size of T 1 can be chosen large enough to have an arbitrarily high probability that this occurs for at least one processor v 0 . The size of T 1 can be chosen large enough to have an arbitrarily high probability of this to happen for at least 2 processors v 0 and v 1 , where v 0 and v 1 terminate with di erent orientations (see Figure 19 ).
Alternative Characterization of Orientations
The de nitions of orientations given in Section 2.1 were based on the existence of particular (global) name assignments to nodes. By (implicitly) computing such a global name assignment, all orientation algorithms in this paper implicitly elect a leader. Breaking symmetry, however, is a non{trivial task even in oriented networks (even though in oriented networks it is easier than in unoriented networks). It is thus to be expected that breaking symmetry is a \harder" task than nding an orientation, and that more e cient or simpler algorithms can be found which compute an orientation without breaking the symmetry. To prove the correctness of such algorithms it would be necessary to express the correctness of an orientation without making reference to a corresponding node labeling. A characterization of orientations, based only on the link labels, is derived in this section. Next a node naming function N is de ned. Pick an arbitrary node v 0 . For a node u, let P be any path from v 0 to u and set N(u) = (c 0 ; c 1 ; ::; c n?1 ), where c i = # i (P ) mod 2.
It must now be shown that this de nition is sound. Let P 1 and P 2 be two paths from v 0 to u. Now P 1 P R 2 is a closed path, so # i (P 1 P R 2 ) = 0 (mod 2). Because # i (P 1 P R 2 ) = # i (P 1 ) + # i (P 2 ) this implies that # i (P 1 ) mod 2 = # i (P 2 ) mod 2, so N(u) is independent of the choice of a path from v 0 to u and the name function is well de ned.
Next it is shown that names are unique. Assuming N(u 1 ) = N(u 2 ), let P 1 and P 2 be paths from v 0 to u 1 and u 2 . Consider the path P R 1 P 2 from u 1 to u 2 . As # i (P 1 ) mod 2 = # i (P 2 ) mod 2, # i (P R 1 P 2 ) = 0 (mod 2) for all i. It follows by (2) that P R 1 P 2 is closed, so u 1 = u 2 . Next a node naming function N is de ned. Pick an arbitrary node v 0 . For a node u, let P be a path from v 0 to u and set N(u) = (# up (P ) ? # down (P ) mod n; # right (P ) ?
# left (P ) mod n).
It must now be shown that this de nition is sound. Let P 1 and P 2 be two paths from v 0 to u. Now P 1 P R 2 is a closed path, so # up (P 1 P R 2 ) ? # down (P 1 P R 2 ) = 0 (mod n) and # right (P 1 P R 2 ) ? # left (P 1 P R 2 ) = 0 (mod n). Because # up (P 1 P R 2 ) = # up (P 1 ) + # down (P 2 ) and # down (P 1 P R 2 ) = # down (P 1 ) + # up (P 2 ), the former implies # up (P 1 ) ? # down (P 1 ) mod n = # up (P 2 ) ? # down (P 2 ) mod n. Similarly, the latter implies # right ( Next it is shown that names are unique. Assuming N(u 1 ) = N(u 2 ), let P 1 and P 2 be paths from v 0 to u 1 and u 2 . Consider the path P R 1 P 2 from u 1 to u 2 . As # up (P 1 ) ? # down (P 1 ) mod n = # up (P 2 ) ? # down (P 2 ) mod n, it follows that # up (P R 1 P 2 ) ?
# down (P R 1 P 2 ) = 0 (mod n). Similarly, # right (P R 1 P 2 ) ? # left (P R 1 P 2 ) = 0 (mod n). It follows by (2) that P R 1 P 2 is closed, so u 1 = u 2 .
Finally it must be shown that for a node v with N(v) = (i; j), L v (w) = up for the neighbor w with N(w) = (i; j + 1). Let P be a path from v 0 to v, then P 0 = P; w is a path from v 0 to w. As the label string of P 0 is just the label string of P extended with L v (w) (that is, up), it follows that N(w) = (i; j + 1). The case for down, right, and left is handled similarly.
Discussion
In this paper the problem of nding orientations for two network topologies has been studied under three model assumptions. The results of the study can be summarized as follows. The problem of network orientation can be solved by a deterministic algorithm in leader or named networks. The problem cannot be solved by a deterministic algorithm in anonymous networks. In anonymous networks the problem can be solved by a randomized algorithm if the size of the network is known (which is the case for cliques and hypercubes), and cannot be solved by a randomized algorithm when the size is not known.
These results are in accordance with know results in the area of distributed computing, cf. Figure 20 . Named networks can simulate leader networks (Theorem 2.3) and vice versa (Theorem 2.2). Anonymous networks can simulate leader networks with a randomized algorithm when the network size is known (Theorem 2.11), but not when the size is unknown.
Dependency of other assumptions
In this paper the solvability of the orientation problem was studied as a function of the required symmetry of the solution. The solvability may as well be studied as a function of other parameters.
Fault{Tolerance
In this paper is was assumed that the network were reliable, that is, processors and links do not fail. Algorithms research in the past decade has frequently addressed the question if processors can be coordinated in systems where processors can fail, for example, according to one of the following fault models.
Initially Dead Processors: It may occur that some processors do not execute a single instruction of their local algorithm.
Crashes: It may occur that some processors stop executing their local algorithm at arbitrary moments in the execution.
Byzantine Faults: It may occur that some processors execute steps which are in disaccordance with their local algorithm, such as sending messages with wrong information. A result of Moran and Wolfstahl MW87] indicates that no deterministic orientation algorithm exists that is resilient to a crash of a single processor. This leaves open, whether randomized solutions could tolerate processor crashes or even Byzantine faults. The results of Fischer, Lynch, and Peterson FLP85] indicate, that deterministic algorithms can coordinate non{trivial decisions in the presence of initially dead processors. This suggests the question whether deterministic algorithms exist for the orientation of networks in the presence of initially dead processors.
Re ned Symmetry Assumptions
In this paper only three di erent symmetry assumptions were considered, namely that all local algorithms are di erent (named networks), all local algorithms are identical (anonymous networks), or all local algorithms except one are identical (leader networks). Di erent assumptions about the symmetry are possible.
k{Leader: There are exactly k processors that execute the leader algorithm, and all others execute the non{leader algorithm.
Di erence: There are two (or: k) di erent local algorithms, and each of them is executed by at least one processor.
Maximally] Independent Leaders: The set of processors executing the leader algorithm constitute a Maximal] Independent set. For each of these symmetry assumptions it can be investigated whether the class of computable functions is strictly] included in or strictly] includes the functions computable by leader or anonymous networks.
Open Question 7.1 Fit the computational power of these symmetry assumptions in Figure 20. 
Synchronism Assumptions
In this paper asynchronous systems were considered. In these systems there is no bound on the time necessary to perform one operation, and no bound on the time between sending an receiving a message. A di erent model, which has frequently been used for the development of distributed algorithms, is that of synchronous systems. In synchronous systems bounds are known both on the time to perform one instruction and on the message delay time. The following four models can be distinguished.
Fully Asynchronous Networks: The model that is considered in this paper. Archimedean Networks: Bounds on the relative speeds of components do exist; they can be very rough, however, and need not be known to the processors; see Vitanyi Vit85].
Asynchronous Bounded Delay Networks: Processing time within a processor is assumed to be neglictible, an upper bound is known on the message delay, and processors have clocks that run at the same speed (barring a very small drift); see, e.g., Korach et al. KTZ88 ].
Fully Synchronous Networks: Processors execute their local algorithm in discrete rounds, and a message sent in round i is received before the receiver executes round i + 1. A lot of research has addressed the in uence of synchronism assumptions on the functions that are computable, and the e ciency with which they can be computed.
The Power of Synchronism. Stronger synchronism assumptions do not increase the class of functions computable by reliable networks. This statement follows from the existence of so{called \synchronizer" algorithms, implementing fully synchronous networks on networks satisfying a weaker assumption. Awerbuch Awe85] proposed a synchronizer for fully asynchronous networks, and his \ {synchronizer" can be used even for anonymous (but reliable) networks. A more e cient algorithm (in terms of messages exchanged by the synchronizer) was presented by Korach et al. KTZ88] for Asynchronous Bounded Delay Networks.
The E ciency of Synchronism. Stronger synchronism assumptions allow more ecient algorithms. This statement can be illustrated by some results on the complexity of electing a leader on a named ring network. It was shown (by various authors, e.g., Pachl et al. PKR84] ) that on an asynchronous ring at least (N log N) messages must be exchanged. Vitanyi Vit85] has demonstrated that on an Archimedean ring O(N) messages su ce to elect a leader. The implicit constant hidden in the big{Oh notation depends on the ratio between the various upper and lower bounds on the relative speeds of components. Bodlaender and Tel BT90] have shown, that on a synchronous ring O(N) messages su ce, each message can be of O(1) bits, and this is regardless of whether the processors know N or not.
A striking example of the e ciency that can be obtained from synchronism is the surprizing result that in a synchronous system any message M can be transmitted using O(1) bits. This can be done by \coding M in time", namely, sending a start message and M time units later a stop message. The receiver obtains M by measuring the time between the receipt of the two messages; see, e.g., BT90 ].
Fault{Tolerance and Synchronism. Stronger synchronism assumptions are able to tolerate larger classes of faults in unreliable networks. In a landmark paper, Fischer et al. FLP85] have shown that no non{trivial agreement can be deterministically reached between processors in an asynchronous network in the possible presence of a single crash fault. On the other hand, Lamport et al. LSP82] have shown that in a synchronous system agreement can be reached even in the presence of (up to almost N=3) Byzantine faults. These results show that no deterministic synchronizer algorithm exists for fully asynchronous systems where processor crashes may occur. The implementation of fault{ tolerant systems usually relies on the availability of clocks and an upper bound on message delays (the Asynchronous Bounded Delay assumption). The fault{tolerant synchronization of clocks (see Ramanathan et al. RSB90 ] for an overview article) is an important step in the implementation of a fully synchronous network.
Other Topologies
In this paper the orientation problem was studied for cliques, hypercubes and tori. The problem can similarly be de ned for other network topologies, such as shu es, cube connected cycles, or multi dimensional grids. Orientations can easily be de ned for these speci c topologies, as was done for cliques, hypercubes, and tori.
Kranakis and Krizanc KK92] de ne Cayley networks as follows. Let G be a ( nite) group generated by fg 1 ; : : : ; g k g. The Cayley network of G is the graph G = (V; E) where V = G and E = f(x; y) j 9i : x = g i y _ y = g i xg. The network topologies considered in this paper are special cases of Cayley networks, obtained by substituting for G groups with a relatively simple structure. More complicated groups give rise to di erent network topologies. Cayley networks can be naturally oriented by de ning O x (g i x) = i and O gi x (x) = i. The related orientation problems may give rise to complicated algorithms, utilizing a large collection of algorithmical ingredients.
It is not clear whether the notion of orientations can be generalized to more general classes of topologies, for example, the class of all regular graphs. Orientations of planar graphs can be de ned naturally. A labeling of a planar graph is an assignment in each node v of numbers from 1 to dgr v to the edges of v. A labeling is an orientation if there exists a planar embedding of the graph, such that for each node the link labels increase in clockwise order.
Open Question 7.2 Develop algorithms for the orientation of planar networks.
Termination and Termination Detection
This subsection discusses two di erent notions of termination, namely processor termination and message termination. Message terminating algorithms are simpler to design and can compute a larger class of functions. A brief discussion of the termination detection problem is included. Processor and Message Termination. The results in this paper are derived for processor terminating algorithms. In these algorithms eventually a system con guration is reached in which all processors are in a terminated state. (Such a con guration is reached in all executions of a deterministic algorithm, and with probability 1 in a randomized algorithm.) In such a state, a processor is unable to execute further steps of the algorithm, and the values of its variables in that state are the output of the problem.
An algorithm is message terminating if eventually a con guration is reached where no further step of the algorithm can be taken, i.e., all processors are either in a terminated state, or waiting to receive but there are no messages in the channels. (Such a con guration is reached in all executions of a deterministic algorithm, and with probability 1 in a randomized algorithm.) In a waiting state a processor is able to receive a message of the algorithm, which would change the value of its variables. In a message terminated con guration such a message will of course never arrive, but message termination is a property of the global con guration and is unobservable to a single processor. Hence a processor is not aware that its variable have converged to their nal values (the \output" of the algorithm).
It has turned out, that message terminating algorithms are often simpler to design and verify, because aspects related to process termination can be ignored.
The Power of Termination. Itai and Rodeh IR81] have shown that in anonymous networks message terminating algorithms are able to compute a larger class of fuctions that processor terminating algorithms. An illustration of this result is found by considering the following problem. Each processor v in an anonymous network of unknown size has an input a v , and it is required to compute in each processor the maximum over all inputs.
This computation can be carried out by a (deterministic) message terminating algorithm as stated in the following theorem. Theorem 7.3 Algorithm 21 terminates after exchanging at most NE messages. When the algorithm terminates, b v = max w a w for each processor v. The proof is left as an exercise. On the other hand, the following impossibility result can be shown by methods similar to those used in the proof of Theorem 5.9. Theorem 7.4 There exists no (randomized) processor terminating algorithm to compute the maximum of the inputs in an anonymous network of unknown size.
Corollary 7.5 The class of functions computable by message terminating algorithms is strictly larger than the class of functions computable by processor terminating algorithms, for anonymous networks of unknown size.
Proof. That the rst class includes the second class follows because a processor terminating algorithm is also message terminating. The strictness follows from the previous two theorems.
Termination Detection. Just like algorithms for leader networks can be used for named networks by the application of an election algorithm, message terminating algorithms can be made processor terminating by the application of a termination detection algorithm. A termination detection algorithm runs concurrently with an arbitrary message terminating algorithm. When the latter algorithm reaches a message terminated con guration, the former algorithm eventually detects this and sends a terminate message to all processors.
The design of termination detection algorithms has received a lot of attention during the past decade. There do exist termination detection algorithms for leader networks (Dijkstra and Scholten DS80]) and named networks (Tan and Van Leeuwen TL86]). The existence of a termination detection algorithm for anonymous networks of known size follows from the results in this paper or Tel94, Sec. 8.3.4]. Corollary 7.5 implies that no termination detection algorithm exists for anonymous networks of unknown size.
